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ABSTRACT

Cancer diagnosis and therapeutics have been
traditionally based on pathologic classification
at the organ of origin. The availability of an
unprecedented amount of clinical and biologic
data provides a unique window of opportunity
for the development of new drugs. What was
once treated as a homogeneous disease with a
one-size-fits-all approach was shown to be a
rather heterogeneous condition, with multiple
targetable mutations that can vary during the

course of the disease. Clinical trial designs have
had to adapt to the exponential growth of tar-
getable mechanisms and new agents, with
ensuing challenges that are closer to those
experienced with rare diseases and orphan
medicines. To face these problems, precision/
enrichment and other novel trial designs have
been developed, and the concept of histology-
agnostic targeted therapeutic agents has
emerged. Patients are selected for a specific
agent based on specific genomic or molecular
alterations, with the same compound used to
potentially treat a multiplicity of cancers,
granted that the actionable driver alteration is
present. There are currently approved drugs for
such indications, but this approach has raised
issues on multiple levels. This review aims to
address the challenges of this new concept and
provide insights into possible solutions and
frameworks on how to tackle them.
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Key Summary Points

Cancer is a heterogeneous condition, with
potential targetable alterations.

Precision/enrichment trials and histology-
agnostic targeted therapies have emerged.

Patients are selected for therapies based on
specific genomic/molecular alterations.

The same agent is used to treat several
cancers if the alteration is present.

This new approach carries several
challenges that must be addressed.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer diagnosis and therapeutics have been
traditionally based on pathologic classification
and organ of origin. However, the availability of
an unprecedented amount of data regarding
cancer molecular biology [1], combined with
high throughput screening [2] and combinato-
rial chemistry [3] has provided a unique win-
dow of opportunity for the development of new
drugs. It is now possible to identify several tar-
gets with potential impact on cancer cells.
Advances in computational power and tech-
nology have also allowed refining drug devel-
opment by designing molecules
complementary to the molecular target to
which they interact and bind, exploiting new
cancer targets, with therapeutic benefit for
patients [4]. Frequently, this relies on compu-
tational modeling and the use of approaches as
structure- or ligand-based design. The former is
based on knowledge of the three-dimensional
structure of the biologic target, to which can-
didate drugs that predictably bind with high
affinity and selectivity are then tested. The lat-
ter relies on knowledge of other molecules that
bind to the target of interest, which may help
build a model of the biologic target that can be
used to design new molecular entities (NME)
that interact with it. This has allowed the

development of a generation of cancer treat-
ment drugs, the so-called targeted therapies.
Just like conventional chemotherapy, they are
used to inhibit growth or increase cell death,
but instead of relying on non-specific mecha-
nisms that ultimately result in excess toxicity,
they focus on specific molecular changes,
sometimes unique to particular cancers.

Advances in the molecular understanding of
cancer in recent years have supported the
development of several new targeted break-
through drugs for cancer treatment. What was
once treated as a homogeneous disease with a
one-size-fits-all approach was shown to be a
rather heterogeneous condition with potential
targetable mutations that can vary during the
course of the disease. Clinicians are currently
making major treatment decisions early in the
continuum of care based on tumor molecular
analysis.

This article is a review of previously con-
ducted studies and does not contain any new
studies with human participants or animals
performed by any of the authors.

HISTOLOGY-AGNOSTIC
TREATMENTS: PROMISES
AND PITFALLS

Both the European Medicines Agency (EMA)
and the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) have granted approval for biomarker-dri-
ven and histology-agnostic (HA) targeted ther-
apeutics [4]. The concept of HA therapies is
distinct from conventional therapies and rep-
resents a paradigm shift in cancer treatment.
Patients are selected for a specific agent based
on specific genomic or molecular alterations
rather than on their tissue of origin. Therefore,
the same compound can be used to treat a
multiplicity of cancers, granted that the driver
genomic or molecular alteration is present, with
tumor genomic and molecular signatures
superseding histology in treatment decisions
(highlighting the importance of precision
medicine) [5]. This fueled both basic and clini-
cal research and became a key developmental
area for an increasing number of pharmaceuti-
cal companies, expanding the opportunity to
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improve cancer treatment. However, this new
approach has raised several issues.

When targeting a specific biomarker across
tumor types, complex interactions between
signaling pathways may differ among specific
histologies, with potential implications in
response heterogeneity. BRAF V600 mutations
provide the most paradigmatic example of this
complexity. These mutations usually lead to
constitutive activation of the mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, promoting
tumor growth [6]. Targeted inhibition with
agents as vemurafenib was expected to provide
therapeutic benefit across a range of tumors.
While this was observed in melanoma, where
the use of single-agent vemurafenib in BRAF-
mutated patients provided an objective
response rate (ORR) of 48% [7], only one partial
response (\ 5% of patients) was observed
among 21 patients with colorectal cancer (CRC)
[8]. This was later explained at the molecular
level by feedback activation of the epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) in CRC, which
rendered these tumors primarily resistant to
single BRAF blockade, as opposed to melanoma,
where EGFR is barely expressed [9]. This finding
led to the concomitant use of EGFR and BRAF
inhibition in CRC patients to circumvent this
molecular pitfall [10] and highlighted the rele-
vance of the histologic context in some
diseases.

Preliminary results of the NCI-MATCH trial
represented another case study. In this complex
HA multi-arm trial, patients selected for phos-
phatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase cat-
alytic subunit alpha (PIK3CA)-activating
mutations regardless of histology were treated
with the PI3K inhibitor taselisib. However, the
PI3K blockade did not translate into objective
response or benefit [11]. Also BRCA1 and 2
mutations have been identified as unreliable HA
biomarkers for the use of poly ADP-ribose
polymerase (PARP) inhibitors [12]. Overall, this
raises the question of how to interpret next-
generation sequencing (NGS) results and ade-
quately select patients when molecular alter-
ations are identified.

Challenges in Building Evidence for HA
Treatments

When considering these new approaches, it
should be considered that clinical trial evidence
has classically been the cornerstone of benefit-
risk assessment in the regulatory approval of
new therapies and the health technology
assessment. However, as the understanding of
the disease and new potential drugs increases,
challenges to the traditional drug evaluation
and approval paradigm arise. Clinical trial
designs have had to adapt to the exponential
growth of targetable mechanisms and new
agents [13]. Given the increasing number of
potential treatment combinations, it has
become harder to design trials for every single
disease, target, biomarker, or agent. With the
emerging concept of tumor heterogeneity and
the idea that molecular phenotypes can be
exploited through targeted therapy and poten-
tially be response-predictive, biomarkers have
gained increasing relevance to select patients
for trials of new therapies [14]. Unfortunately,
this has also narrowed target populations, with
ensuing challenges close to those experienced
in the setting of rare diseases and orphan
medicines.

To overcome this hurdle, novel precision/
enrichment trial designs have been developed
(Table 1) [13, 15–17]. Umbrella and basket trial
designs are the most common and seem to fit
well to targeted agents, avoiding exposure of
biomarker-negative patients to treatments from
which they would most likely not benefit.
Umbrella trials typically focus on a single tumor
type and enroll parallel marker-driven cohorts,
thus harboring multiple enrichment designs
within the same protocol. This facilitates
screening of a large number of patients for
multiple biomarkers and recruitment of low-
prevalence phenotypes. In contrast, basket trials
focus on the molecular alteration, enrolling
patients based on biomarker status irrespective
of tumor type or histology. These mostly non-
randomized trials allow flexibility through the
inbuilt possibility of continuously opening or
closing arms based on preliminary efficacy data
of the different cohorts through master proto-
cols and platform trials. Additionally, this trial
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design also enables the inclusion of very rare
cancer types, otherwise difficult to include in
trials with classic randomized designs.

While these precision trial designs enable
rapid evolution of knowledge regarding inves-
tigational targets and drugs, their flexible and
adaptive nature has the drawback of signifi-
cantly increasing workload and operational
burden, with ultimately only a few arms being
successful [18, 19]. Moreover, disparities have
been observed in response across different
tumors, and the regulatory approval pathway
for agents investigated through these approa-
ches is yet to be determined [20]. This repre-
sents a challenge for healthcare systems and
regulatory agencies.

Several methodologic questions must be
addressed when designing HA trials (Fig. 1), and
this currently represents one of the major issues
faced by regulators for HA drug approval.
Molecularly targeted therapies may not achieve
the expected efficacy levels across all tumor
histologies harboring a specific molecular

alteration. From a regulatory standpoint, the
number of cancer types included in these stud-
ies and in those including common and rare
tumors is of utmost importance for early HA
drug approval. Regulatory agencies may have to
consider different drug approval frameworks
and standards to deal with the uncertainty that
comes with using HA trial designs in clinical
development [18, 21]. Uncertainties stem from
the absence of traditional randomization,
inclusion of small heterogeneous populations,
and limited surrogate-outcome data regarding
prognosis and standard of care. Approvals based
on this level of evidence presume a provisional
favorable risk-benefit assessment that may
require additional data from expanded and
more informative trials and real-world evidence
to maintain the HA indication. How many
tumor types should be included to enable HA
approval and how the emergence of post-ap-
proval negative data should impact the HA
indication remain unanswered.

Table 1 Trial designs for histology-agnostic drug development

Design Definition and characteristics Objective

Master

protocol

Evaluates multiple hypotheses of concurrently

conducted sub-studies through a comprehensive

protocol

To test targeted agents in relatively small patient

cohorts defined according to specific tumor types,

histologies, and/or molecular biomarkers

Basket

trial

Usually investigates a single targeted therapy in

multiple diseases or disease subtypes with the same

molecular marker or genetic mutation

Clustered tumor types form a basket, with sub-studies

conducted by tumor groups within

To examine the therapeutic effect of a molecularly

targeted agent in several tumor types/histologies

with a common marker occurring at low frequency,

by tumor type and/or across tumor types

Umbrella

trial

Investigates multiple targeted therapies in a single

histology

The tumor type is the umbrella under which sub-

studies for each molecular marker or genomic

alteration are conducted

To evaluate targeted therapies corresponding to

different molecular markers or genetic mutations

within a particular tumor type

Platform

trial

Investigates multiple targeted therapies in a single

disease in a dynamic way, with therapies and patient

populations that can enter or leave the trial

throughout its course

To simultaneously evaluate multiple therapies, which

may enter or leave the trial according to

preclinical/clinical data available throughout the

study
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SUMMARY OF HA DRUGS
CURRENTLY APPROVED
AND IN THE PIPELINE

As of early 2022, four molecules have been
approved by the FDA with a HA indication:
pembrolizumab, for tumors with high
microsatellite instability (MSI-H)/mismatch
repair deficiency (dMMR) and with high tumor
mutational burden (TMB-H), dostarlimab, for
tumors with MSI-H/dMMR, and entrectinib and
larotrectinib, for tumors harboring neu-
rotrophic tyrosine receptor kinase (NTRK)
fusions. EMA only approved pembrolizumab for
MSI-H tumors and entrectinib and larotrectinib
for tumors with NTRK fusions (Table 2).

Pembrolizumab

Pembrolizumab is a monoclonal antibody tar-
geting the programmed cell death protein 1
(PD-1). Interaction of this receptor with its
ligands (PD-L1/PD-L2) downregulates T-cell
function and is crucial in keeping the balance
between T-cell activation and immune-medi-
ated tissue damage. Therefore, it was postulated
that blocking this receptor would enhance
T-cell activation and lead to immune-mediated
tumor response [22]. This approach led to
highly favorable results in several tumor types,
with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and
melanoma leading the way with practice-
changing data [23, 24].

Tumor mutational burden (TMB) has been
investigated as a biomarker of immune check-
point inhibitor (ICI) response. The rational

underlying this hypothesis was that missense
mutations generate neo-antigens that, in turn,
increase immune system recognition [25]. MSI-
H and dMMR have been traditionally consid-
ered biomarkers of high neoantigen burden
[26], leading to increased sensitivity to immune
checkpoint inhibition. This was explored in
several trials investigating the use of pem-
brolizumab in patients with MSI-H tumors. In a
first pivotal trial, results were very promising.
The study included 11 dMMR and 21 mismatch
repair (MMR)-proficient CRC patients and an
additional cohort of 9 dMMR non-CRC patients
and served as a proof of concept. ORR was 40%
in the dMMR CRC cohort, 0% in the MMR-
proficient CRC cohort, and a staggering 71% in
the dMMR non-CRC cohort [27]. FDA approval
was ultimately based on the pooled analysis of
five independent clinical trials of the KEYNOTE
clinical development program (KEYNOTE-012,
KEYNOTE 016, KEYNOTE-028, KEYNOTE-158,
and KEYNOTE-164), which included 149
patients and 15 different histologies and
achieved a pooled ORR of roughly 40% (7.4% of
complete responses [CR]) and significant
response durability (78% at 6 months) with
pembrolizumab treatment, with no additional
safety signs to the previously reported in pivotal
trials. This led to the first FDA HA approval in
May 2017 for pembrolizumab in the treatment
of adult and pediatric patients with unre-
sectable or metastatic MSI-H or dMMR solid
tumors progressing after prior treatment and
with no satisfactory alternative treatment
options [28].

On June 16, 2020, the FDA additionally
granted pembrolizumab accelerated approval

Fig. 1 Challenges in designing, conducting, and analyzing HA trials
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for the treatment of adult and pediatric patients
with unresectable or metastatic non-CRC and
high TMB (TMB-H, defined as C 10 mutations/
megabase) as per the FDA-approved test Foun-
dationOneCDX progressing after prior treat-
ment and with no valid treatment alternatives.
This approval was based on the retrospective
analysis of 10 TMB-H cohorts in the KEYNOTE-
158 trial. In a total of 102 patients with TMB-H
tumors, ORR was 29% (4% CR) and responses
were significantly sustained (57% at 12 months)
[29].

EMA ultimately granted approval for the use
of pembrolizumab to treat dMMR cancers in
March 2022, although it should be noted that
the TMB-high indication was only granted by
the FDA. With positive review still lacking from
EMA, the use of this drug in Europe for TMB-
high tumors remains off-label.

Dostarlimab

Similarly to pembrolizumab, dostarlimab is an
IgG4-k humanized monoclonal antibody that
binds with high affinity to PD-1, resulting in
inhibition of PD-L1 and PD-L2 binding.

Dostarlimab efficacy was assessed in the non-
randomized, multicenter, open-label, multi-co-
hort GARNET trial in 209 patients with dMMR
recurrent or advanced solid tumors who pro-
gressed following systemic therapy and had no
satisfactory alternative treatment. The ORR in
this cohort was 41.6% (95% CI: 34.9–48.6), with
9.1% CR. The median DoR reached
34.7 months, with an impressive 95.4% of
patients having a sustained response for [ 6
months.

Based on these data, the FDA granted accel-
erated approval to dostarlimab for adult
patients with dMMR recurrent or advanced
solid tumors who have progressed on or fol-
lowing prior treatment and lack satisfactory
alternative treatment options. Notably, the FDA
also approved the VENTANA MMR RxDX Panel
as a companion diagnostic device to select
patients with dMMR solid tumors for treatment
with this agent [30].

Neurotrophic Tyrosine Receptor Kinase
Inhibitors

NTRK genes (NTRK1, NTRK2, and NTRK3)
encode the tropomyosin-related kinase (TRK)
glycoproteins TRKA, TRKB, and TRKC, which
are membrane receptors with a decisive func-
tion in central and peripheral nervous system
physiology. These receptors are activated by
ligands of the neurotrophin family, as NGF,
BDNF, NT-3, and NT-4. Binding of these ligands
ultimately results in receptor dimerization and
kinase domain phosphorylation, leading to cell
proliferation and survival by activating down-
stream intracellular signaling pathways [31].

Despite the significant number of genomic
alterations in NTRK genes, NTRK fusions are
currently the only clinically targetable ones
[32]. They were first identified as an oncogenic
phenotype in 1986 and later shown to retain
this feature independently of tissue of origin,
with these tumors presenting very few sec-
ondary mutations compared to tumors without
NTRK fusions [33, 34]. Regarding incidence,
cancers can be grouped into two general cate-
gories according to the frequency at which
these fusions are detected. In the first category,
rare cancer types are highly enriched in NTRK
fusions. For example, the ETV6-NTRK3 fusion is
considered practically pathognomonic in
secretory breast carcinoma, mammary analog
secretory carcinoma (MASC), congenital
mesoblastic nephroma (cellular or mixed sub-
types), and infantile fibrosarcoma, with a
prevalence [ 90%. In the second category,
NTRK fusions are found at lower frequencies in
more common tumors. Cancers such as papil-
lary thyroid cancer, Spitzoid neoplasms, and
gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) lacking
the canonical KIT, PDGFRA, or RAS alterations
have been shown to harbor NTRK fusions with a
frequency of 5—25% of cases. In the remaining
tumors, the incidence of these alterations is\
5% (predominantly\1%) [31, 35].

By preserving an intact TRK domain that is
key to oncogenic activity, NTRK fusions are
amenable to selective targeting and drug
development. Two agents are currently
approved for NTRK targeting: larotrectinib and
entrectinib.
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Larotrectinib
Larotrectinib is an oral and highly selective pan-
TRK inhibitor and was the first TRK-specific
inhibitor. The first data published on this agent
go back to 2015 [36]. Clinical development was
accomplished through collaborative work
between regulators and researchers to design a
trial that would allow to correctly identify
activity signals. The predetermined efficacy
endpoint of ORR was reported for the first time
in a pooled analysis of three clinical trials
including 55 pediatric and adult patients [37].
The investigator-assessed ORR was 80% (16%
CR), with a median time to response of
1.8 months and 71% of responses ongoing at
12 months [38]. Regarding tolerability and
safety, only 5% of patients presented with grade
3 or higher treatment-related adverse events
(TRAE).

Based on these data, in November 2018 the
FDA granted accelerated approval to larotrec-
tinib for the treatment of adult and pediatric
patients with tumors harboring NTRK fusions
that are metastatic or unamenable to surgical
resection. However, this was contingent on
post-marketing requirements of response
assessment across other tumors. Accordingly, a
supplementary dataset of an additional 67
patients (122 patients in total) was later pre-
sented at the European Society of Clinical
Oncology (ESMO) Congress 2018 [39], con-
firming high ORR (81%) across studies, tissue
types, and age ranges. These data were further
expanded and presented at the ESMO Congress
2019 through evaluation of 98 patients (153
patients in total), showing an ORR of 79% (16%
CR), a median progression-free survival (PFS) of
28 months, and a median duration of response
(DoR) of 35 months [38]. Larotrectinib was
subsequently approved by EMA in September
2019, with a similar indication.

Entrectinib
Entrectinib is also a potent TRKA, TRKB, and
TRKC inhibitor, but has a broader action spec-
trum, with demonstrated activity against other
kinases, such as c-ros oncogene 1 (ROS1) and
anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK).

A pooled analysis of three clinical trials
investigating entrectinib (ALKA-372-001,

STARTRK-1, and STARTRK-2) included adult
patients harboring NTRK fusions, in a total of 10
tumor types and 19 histologies [40]. Fifty-four
subjects were evaluated, with a median follow-
up of 15.5 months. An ORR of 57% (7% CR) was
reported, with most responses occurring within
the first two treatment cycles and a median DoR
of 10 months (29) [40]. Data submitted for reg-
ulatory approval were based on an expanded
analysis with a median follow-up of
14.2 months including 74 patients, which
reported an ORR of 63.6%, median DoR of
12.0 months, and median PFS of 11.2 months
[41]. Regarding safety, most adverse events
(83%) were grade 1 or 2 and reversible with drug
discontinuation or dose reductions [40, 42].
Data from 35 children and adolescent patients
included in the STARTRK-NG study were upda-
ted at the American Society of Clinical Oncol-
ogy (ASCO) Annual Meeting 2020, showing an
ORR of 76% and a median DoR not yet reached
[43].

Similarly to larotrectinib, entrectinib was
granted accelerated approval by the FDA in
August 2019, with the same HA indication but a
restriction regarding patient age (over 12 years
only), followed by EMA approval in August
2020 [44]. After pembrolizumab having shown
that a drug could be simultaneously approved
for HA and non-HA indications, entrectinib
corroborated this fact.

Besides inhibiting TRKA, TRKB, and TRKC, it
is also a potent ROS1 inhibitor and was
approved for ROS1-positive NSCLC. This was
based on the results of a pooled analysis of a
subgroup of 161 patients with ROS1-positive
metastatic NSCLC enrolled in three multicenter
single-arm, open-label clinical trials (ALKA,
STARTRK-1, and STARTRK-2) [45]. In this ROS1-
positive NSCLC population, efficacy-evaluable
patients with C 12 months of follow-up
(n = 94) displayed an ORR of 73.4%, a median
DoR of 16.5 months, and a median PFS of
16.8 months [45].

PIPELINE OF HA DRUGS

The first successful HA approvals marked a
paradigm shift in the development of cancer
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drugs, highlighting the importance of novel
trial designs such as basket trials. Designed to
include patients based on molecular or genomic
features irrespective of tumor type, these trials
can include rare cancers, usually underrepre-
sented in clinical trials. This approach is extre-
mely useful in cases where different molecular
phenotypes have been identified, narrowing the
target population per basket in a parallel setting
to that of rare diseases. Basket trials typically
have small sample size and can provide infor-
mation on early signs of drug activity, facilitat-
ing go/no-go decisions regarding specific
cohorts by focusing on endpoints as response
rate [18]. With the groundbreaking success of
the previously described molecules, many oth-
ers are currently in investigation in trials with
similar design.

RAS mutations are frequent alterations in
cancer, with patients typically displaying high
levels of the MAPK pathway due to constitutive
activation of RAS protein kinases. Although
traditionally deemed untargetable, small mole-
cule inhibitors specifically for the KRAS G12C
mutant have been developed (AMG510 and
MRTX849). In ASCO Annual Meeting 2019,
results from the CodeBreaK100 phase I trial of
AMG510 have proven favorable in NSCLC (ORR
50%; disease control rate [DCR] 100%) [46] and
modest in gastrointestinal cancers (ORR 7.1%;
DCR 76.2%) [47]. Although promising, evi-
dence is still lacking regarding tissue-indepen-
dent activity.

For patients with RET alterations, the orally
available selective RET inhibitor selpercatinib
[48] was studied in the LIBRETTO-001 phase II
basket trial. A total of 55 patients were enrolled,
with an ORR of 69% and mostly grade 1–2
adverse events reported for patients with RET
fusion-positive tumors [49]. Based on these
results, in September 2018 the FDA granted
selpercatinib breakthrough therapy designation
for patients with RET fusion-positive NSCLC,
papillary thyroid carcinoma, and RET-mutated
medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC), the tumor
types of most patients enrolled in the
LIBRETTO-001 trial (only one patient had pan-
creatic cancer). On December 2020, the Com-
mittee for Medicinal Products for Human Use
(CHMP) also granted marketing authorization

to selpercatinib for the treatment of cancers
displaying RET alterations: RET-fusion positive
NSCLC, RET-fusion positive thyroid cancer, and
RET-mutant MTC.

Neuregulin 1 (NRG1) is a growth factor that
binds to human epidermal growth factor 3
(HER3), inducing heterodimerization of HER3-
HER2 and subsequent MAPK signaling. Despite
being a very rare alteration, targeting NRG1
fusions seems to be a potentially useful
approach, although still in a very preliminary
phase [50]. The FDA has recently granted fast
track designation to zenocutuzumab for the
treatment of patients with metastatic solid
tumors harboring NRG1 gene fusions who pro-
gressed following standard-of-care therapy. This
compound is a bispecific antibody that binds to
HER2 receptors, blocking the interaction of
HER3 with NRG1, thus having the potential to
be effective in NRG1 fusion-positive cancer
setting. Data from a proof-of-concept clinical
study presented at the 2019 AACR-NCI-EORTC
Conference showed that three patients with this
fusion experienced significant tumor shrinkage
and symptom improvement with zenocu-
tuzumab [51].

Several other molecules are being studied in
basket trials in HA setting, including Debio147
for fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR)
alterations (NCT01948297 NCT03834220),
entrectinib and repotrectinib for ALK or ROS-1
fusions (NCT02568267, NCT02650401,
NCT03375437, NCT03093116, NCT04094610,
NCT02568267, NCT02650401, NCT03375437,
NCT03093116, NCT04094610), PLX8394 for
BRAF mutations (NCT02428712), and ate-
zolizumab plus rucaparib for DNA repair-defi-
cient tumors (NCT04276376]), showing that
this is an emerging approach that will surely be
a paradigm changer in cancer treatment.

SELECTION OF PATIENTS
FOR TARGETED THERAPIES

Patient selection for HA therapies using
biomarkers is a crucial aspect of the daily clini-
cal practice, with key implications from the
regulatory standpoint, namely in trial eligibility
and indication requirements. Except for
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pembrolizumab in TMB-high tumors and
dostarlimab in dMMR tumors, no HA drug
approval has been granted based on the need for
a specific companion test. The cost of genomic
testing has significantly decreased over the past
years and incorporating NGS into clinical care is
not only useful and practical, but also poten-
tially cost sparing in specific settings. When
making such decisions, it is important to con-
front the amount and value of data provided by
NGS with the cost, efficiency, and amount of
tissue necessary for performing the test. With
this in mind, NGS panels can be cost-effective,
depending on the number of decision-driver
molecular alterations in a specific disease and
the number of market-approved molecules and
available trials.

Based on this paradigm switch, international
treatment guidelines and tools focusing on
patient selection for targeted therapies have
emerged and are slowly altering the clinical
practice globally. One such example came from
a collaborative project initiated by the ESMO
Translational Research and Precision Medicine
Working Group, which provided a systematic
framework to rank molecular targets based on
available evidence supporting their value as
clinical targets, i.e., their actionability. The
ranking scale, designated ESMO Scale for Clini-
cal Actionability of molecular Targets (ESCAT),
was published in 2018 in Annals of Oncology
and classifies genomic alterations according to
their relevance as markers for selecting patients
for specific drugs based on the underlying
strength of clinical evidence (Tier I-V, Table 3)
[52]. As more and more patients are being
offered multigene sequencing, these initiatives
will facilitate the discussion of results among
clinicians and ultimately with patients
themselves.

According to a study presented by Patricia
Romano at the ESMO Virtual Congress 2020,
stratifying genomic alterations according to the
ESCAT scale is useful to base treatment deci-
sions in the clinical practice [53]. The Molecular
Tumor Board (MTB) at Institute Gustave Roussy
has evaluated genomic alterations in multigene
panels since 2018. In the work by Romano and
colleagues, NGS, whole-exome sequencing, and
RNA-sequencing data from 27 different tumor

types of 387 patients participating in the MOS-
CATO and MATCHR studies were prospectively
assessed by the MTB according to ESCAT tiers.
The authors reported clinically informative
results for 32% of patients, leading to treatment
selection in 20%, and concluded that ESCAT
classification of genomic alterations through
MTB assessment is feasible in clinical practice
and helps adjust treatment in both standard-of-
care and investigational settings [53].

Despite these data, both insurance payers
and healthcare regulators are often unwilling to
cover such tests, significantly restricting the
number of patients benefiting from genomic
testing. This will subsequently impair patient
recruitment for basket trials and patient selec-
tion for market-approved molecules, as most of
these treatments do not cover screening tests.
Another crucial point is that test costs must be
considered when reimbursing HA approvals.

WHAT IS NEXT?

The emerging concept of HA therapies marks
the beginning of a new era in which patients are

Table 3 ESCAT classification of genomic alterations

Tier I (I-A,

I-B, I-C)

Alteration-drug match is associated with

improved outcome in clinical trials

Tier II (II-A,

II-B)

Alteration-drug match is associated with

antitumor activity, but the magnitude

of benefit is unknown

Tier III (III-A,

III-B)

Alteration-drug match suspected to

improve outcome based on clinical

trial data in other tumor type(s) or in

tumors with similar molecular

alterations

Tier IV (IV-A,

IV-B)

Preclinical evidence of actionability

Tier V Alteration-drug march is associated with

objective response, but without

clinically meaningful benefit

Tier X Lack of evidence for actionability
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selected based on specific genomic or molecular
alterations. However, as highlighted in this
manuscript, this innovative approach comes
with singular challenges and obstacles that
must be addressed to be able to make optimal
decisions at both a clinical and regulatory level.

In the real-world setting, the availability of
several diagnostic assays poses challenges for
clinical decision-makers. These assays are typi-
cally not standardized or validated, requiring
expertise in their selection and result interpre-
tation, for both clinical trial inclusion and real-
world decisions. Enabling access to experienced
molecular tumor boards and, most importantly,
to initiatives such as ESMO-ESCAT might pro-
vide guidance to less experienced institutions
and is key for the future development of this
area. Advisory from scientific organizations will
also be key in identifying which tests should be
reimbursed by health technology evaluation
committees of different countries, as most are
neither reimbursed nor easily accessible as of
today.

In the clinical development setting, preci-
sion/enrichment designs are potentially useful
but narrow down the target populations to the
level of rare diseases, potentially missing exist-
ing heterogeneity in treatment effect caused by
factors as complex histology-dependent inter-
actions in signaling pathways (e.g., BRAF-mu-
tated colorectal cancer), prior treatment
exposure, demographics, or tumor microenvi-
ronment (stromal and immune). Additionally,
precision/enrichment designs often include
ORR as primary endpoint, but the effect
observed with surrogate markers of typically
meaningfully endpoints in classical trials, as OS
and PFS, should be interpreted with caution.
Moreover, null hypotheses in these trials may
require adaptation to provide the right per-
spective of results of a NME compared to the
expected standard of care in studied indica-
tions. These limitations should be acknowl-
edged when developing new agents, accepting
that not all molecules may be suitable for HA
development.

Regulatory agencies also face several chal-
lenges when evaluating HA drugs as the amount
of uncertainty surrounding the approval process
is substantial. Traditional randomized

controlled trials (RCTs) are absent, small
heterogeneous populations are typically inclu-
ded in trials, and there are limited surrogate-
outcome data regarding prognosis and standard
of care. With this in mind, approvals not based
on RCT data should be conditional and rely on
more informative clinical trials and, impor-
tantly, well-structured real-world data collec-
tion programs. This will be key to making a
more precise risk-benefit assessment and spar-
ing patients from potential exposure to inef-
fective treatments.

Customized approach to individual patient
management—the so-called ‘‘precision medi-
cine’’—is currently a reality, and HA therapies
represent an emerging concept gaining
momentum. Collaboration between clinicians,
pharmaceutical industry, patients, and regula-
tory agencies is crucial to address as early as
possible the challenges and questions associated
with this new concept and ensure that patients’
access to these drugs is done in an expedite and
safe way.
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